


01Your Qurbani Donations in Action 

Eid ul-Adha is a day
when the practice of
Qurbani/Udhiya
(sacrifice) and sharing
with everyone is
encouraged and
celebrated.

It is a time of year when those 
of us who are blessed with 
extra, are expected to spread 
the joy of Eid to those less 
fortunate. We do this by 
sharing what we have and 
making a sacrifice from the 
example and spirit of Prophet 
Abraham.

For many around the world, 
having meat as part of their 
diet is a luxury. For some, Eid- 
ul-Adha may be the only time 
of the year they actually receive 
meat for themselves and their 
family. 

This year, your giving and 
sacrifice helped thousands of 
those less fortunate to 
celebrate the day of Eid and 
share in the blessings of life 
together.

IDRF's
Qurbani/Udhiya
Program

Thank you!
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How our 
Qurbani works
You chose the region and we 
took care of the rest!

Chose the region you would like
your Qurbani to take place in

We worked with partners on
the ground, to assess and
identify the needs of our

beneficiaries

Fresh meat was immediately
distributed within the 3 days of Eid.

Our teams on the ground ensured
that all animals are ethically treated

in accordance to Islamic law.
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When you gave your Qurbani to IDRF this year, we
took care of everything. From animal care to
sacrifice and distribution. All you had to do was
choose the region and we took care of the rest!

With your donation, we ensured that the most
vulnerable families received fresh meat within the
three days of Eid. We also worked with
experienced butchers and faith leaders in each
community to ensure the entire process is ethical
and in accordance to Islamic tradition.

Our office determined and arranged
payment for livestock in advance to

ensure all shares of meat are met on time

Your Qurbani Donations in Action 



Palestine

4,860
people 

Afghanistan

10,886
people 

Turkey

2,288
people 

Canada

2,448
people 

Yemen

44,942
people 

Bangladesh

16,946
people 

Lesotho

2,377
people 

Chad

1,380
people 

Sudan

2,800
people 

Kashmir

22,672
people 

Zambia

2,377
people 

Niger

1,380
people 

15,047
Somalia

people 

India

13,326
people 

Malawi

2,377
people 

Burkina Faso
1,348

people 

Kenya

15,047
people 

Pakistan

26,253
people 

Zimbabwe

2,377
people 
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This Dhul-Hijjah, you have helped 
us share the joy of Eid in 19 countries.

received meat on the days of Eid

191,131 people 

38,226 families
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Palestine, Yemen, Turkey (Syrian And Uyghur Refugees)
Your Qurbani in the Middle East

https://donate.idrf.ca/site/Ecommerce/1715986298?VIEW_PRODUCT=true&product_id=1486&store_id=1441
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Your Qurbani in South Asia
Pakistan, Bangladesh (Rohingya Refugees), India, Kashmir, Afghanistan
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Your Qurbani in Africa
Zimbabwe, Zambia, Lesotho, Malawi 



Niger, Kenya, Burkina Faso, Chad, Somalia, Sudan
Your Qurbani in Africa
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Your Qurbani in Canada
Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary



Through your donations, IDRF is able to share the joy
of Eid with our brothers and sisters around the world.

Thank you!
May Allah bring them ease and relief.
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Charitable Registration

No: 132542705RR0001

www.idrf.ca

   @official.idrf             

          @idrfcanada

International Development 

Relief Foundation 

23 Lesmill Rd. Suite 300 

North York ON M3B 3P6 

+1 866-497-IDRF (4373)

Together we are 
People Helping People.

Human Dignity • Social Justice •
Self-Reliance • Sustainability


